Academic Writing Cycle

Presentation
Word count
Cover sheet
Turnit in

Assignment title

Submit

Deconstruct the title

Brainstorm

Research Plan

Research

Write up

Refine Plan (Structure)

Introduction (10%)
Main body
Argument and evidence
Conclusion
Reference list/bib

Learning Aims
Lecture notes
Marking criteria

Key terms: content and verbs
Use subject specific dictionary

Ideas
Focus
Number from overview to detail

Number from overview to detail
Identify gaps in knowledge and emerging argument

Learning Aims
Lecture notes
Marking criteria

Thesis statement
Critical thinking
Relevance
Originality
Synthesis of info

Tone
Style
Grammar
Structure
Referencing

Focus
Tone
Style
Grammar
Paragraphs
MEE
Referencing

Robust relevant academic sources
Evidence

Proof read

Presentation
Word count
Cover sheet
Turnit in